
Name:             Date:          ea words 4 

 

 

The long (e) sound is often represented by the letters ea when it comes in the 

middle of words, like in the words below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'bead, b ... e ... a ... d'   
 

A bead of sweat rolled down his forehead. 

    ¥e]a]d         ¥e]a]d                                  

A bird has a beak instead of a mouth.  

    ¥e]a[„         ¥e]a[„                                  

A lion is a wild beast.  

    ¥e]a¡[t        ¥e]a¡[t                                  

When you make a deal, you agree a price for something.  

     §e]a[l         §e]a[l                                  

A torch shines a beam of light. 

     ¥e]a[m       ¥e]a[m                                  

Climbing a mountain is a great feat to achieve. 

      ½e]a[t         ½e]a[t                                  

A heap is another name for a pile.  

     «e]a[ú        «e]a[ú                                  

Treacle (trea/cle) is a sticky, sweet liquid. 

    t[µÖ]ac[¯e      t[µÖ]ac[¯e                                  

If you tweak something, you change it a little bit. 

    t[ºÖ]a[„       t[ºÖ]a[„                                  

If you betray your country, you commit treason (trea/son). 

   t[µÖ]aã]on      t[µÖ]a¡]on                                  

 

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got 

them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again. 
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The long (e) sound is often represented by the letters ea when it comes in the 

middle of words, like in the words below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'bead, b ... e ... a ... d'   

 

Try to spell each word without looking at it.  

 
A      of sweat rolled down his forehead. 

                                                     

A bird has a       instead of a mouth.  

                                                     

A lion is a wild      .  

                                                     

When you make a      , you agree a price for something.  

                                                     

A torch shines a       of light. 

                                                     

Climbing a mountain is a great       to achieve. 

                                                     

A      is another name for a pile  

                                                     

      is a sticky, sweet liquid. 

                                                     

If you       something, you change it a little bit. 

                                                     

If you betray your country, you commit      . 

                                                     

 

Now check for yourself if you got them all right. Practice writing any words that 

you made mistakes on again. 
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